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IOM Greece visit in Northern Greece
During the reporting period, IOM Greece delegation visited Alexandroupoli, Ferres, Orestiada and Fylakio RIC, where IOM officers
met with local authorities, discussing the challenges deriving of Northern Greece migration flows. The visit was under the project
“The implementation of Assisted Voluntary Return including Reintegration measures. Read more
Share on

Sidad “I really like the Greek language. When
I grow up, I want to be an interpreter!”.
Share on Twitter | Facebook

EU Visit Hotel in Athens accommodating UMCs
A DG Home delegation visited a facility for UMCs in the center of Athens and had a
fruitful discussion with beneficiaries currently staying there. The facility is under IOM
Greece coordination and operates in the framework of the project, "Emergency
Response in Accommodating Unaccompanied Migrant Children - ERAcUMiC" funded by
the European Union. Read more
Share on

International Day against
Homophobia and Transphobia
(IDAHOT)

Music Project for unaccompanied minors
A music project for unaccompanied minors was developed in the area of VIAL on the
island of Chios in coordination with United Nations Orchestra and IOM, the UN
Migration Agency. View the video
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IOM celebrated IDAHOT, calling on the
international community to commit to doing
more to assist, protect & address the needs of
internally displaced individuals, who are part
of the #LGBTI community.
Read the Press Release.

Migrant & Refugee children going to
school in Lechaina

More than 40 children living in Andravida’s
accommodation center for migrants and
refugees are now going to school on a daily
basis. Read more

AVRR Meeting
IOM Greece organized a meeting between AVRR field officers and representatives of
consulates of third country nationals. The meeting was organized in the framework of
“The implementation of Assisted Voluntary Returns including reintegration measures”.
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Common space for unaccompanied migrant children
in Ritsona’s Safe Zone
In Ritsona’s Safe Zone, children now have a common space dedicated for recreational
and educational activities. IOM Greece and the Red Cross provide secure
accommodation for Unaccompanied Children in the Safe Zone of Ritsona’s open
accommodation center with the support of the European Commission - Civil Protection
& Humanitarian Aid Operations – ECHO. Read more

IOM #MigApp responds to the need to help
migrants make informed decisions throughout
their migration process by providing a
platform of relevant and up-to-date
information. Read more
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